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ABSTRACT
The current rapid development trend in Artificial Intelligence (AI) provides a vast selection of
high-quality tools to solve complex problems in more efficient ways than before. As a consequence,
many fields of science and engineering are starting to explore AI tools, especially Deep Learning
(DL) models for visual perception, audio understanding and decision making.
This thesis explores the application of DL in plant science and agriculture to overcome the
throughput bottleneck inherent in the currently practiced manual phenotyping in fields. Among
many field-based phenotyping challenges, we focus on the problems of pod-counting and flower
detection in soybean crop production. To accomplish this objective, we leverage the RetinaNet DL
model with different backbones to process the raw image data collected by autonomous ground-
robotic platforms. The proposed high-throughput phenotyping framework also involves tracking
algorithms for robust decision-making using multiple image frames from the video data collected
by the robots. In the thesis, we discuss the training data generation, model building and inference
processes in detail. High degree of accuracy results presented in this study demonstrate the promise
of DL tools for field-based automated high-throughput plant phenotyping. Hence, a framework such




Modern agriculture involves many plant phenotyping practices to understand plant health, po-
tential yield and other genotypic/weather impacts. The limitations of phenotyping efficiency is a
key constraint for obtaining high genetic gains in plant breeding programs. This hinders the estab-
lishment of standard accuracy levels for various data-driven and empirical models. In most cases,
recent phenotyping systems are deployed in greenhouses (an artifical controlled environment). Al-
though these systems enable us to phenotype special traits, their use is limited by the cost efficiency,
genetic variation, and environment reproduction. In contrast, a reliable HTP field phenotyping sys-
tem not only maintains the accuracy and controllability of the previously-mentioned systems, but
also enhances the genetic variation and since this kind of phenotyping is done in the field itself, we
don’t have to worry about constraints intrinsically put in place by employing a greenhouse condi-
tion. Thus, to avoid these shortcomings, high-throughput (HTP) field phenotyping may potentially
be a key in overcoming the present bottleneck in conventional breeding.
Most recent HTP phenotyping for crops have been based on remote sensing. These HTP
systems have primarily included thermal, fluorescence, and hyperspectral sensors. For some other
cases, imaging devices are deployed in aerial (drones) or ground platforms (ground robots). Another
problem faced by the plant phenotyping community is the phenotyping cost and maintaining model
accuracy and keeping them in check even with the increase in genetic variation and population. In
this thesis, we propose a novel Deep Learning method and come up with a cost-effective HTP field




Deep learning is a branch of machine learning which falls under the broad domain of Artificial
Intelligence (AI). It has been shown to be a powerful tool that can solve tedious, data-intensive tasks
with high efficiency and potentially low error rate. Such tasks include big data analysis, complex
objects recognition, and prediction/forecasting problems. Depending on the learning objective, a
deep learning network learn hierarchical features, from low-level artifcats to high-level structures,
typically leveraging a large volume of data samples.
In recent years, different kinds of Deep Learning architectures, such as deep neural networks
(DNN)( LeCun et al. (2015)), recurrent neural networks (RNN)( Graves et al. (2013)) and convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN)( Krizhevsky et al. (2012)), have been widely applied in different
fields, such as security system for face recognition and identification (Sun et al. (2014)), plant phe-
notyping systems for disease prevention( Ghosal et al. (2018, 2017); Arad et al. (2018)) and quantity
management( Ghosal et al. (2019)), automatic driving systems for self-driving vehicle( Ramos et al.
(2017)) and , dynamic fluid systems for modeling identification( Venhuizen et al. (2018)), HVAC
system control( Wei et al. (2017)), and so on. After the network hierarchically processing on a large
corpus of 2-dimensional (2D) data set, it will give a credible response to help with reducing labor,
cost and mistakes. Leveraging the significant advantages of Deep Learning, we apply one of the ar-
chitectures, deep convolutional neural network, to achieve the high-throughput plant phenotyping
(HTP) that deals with a large amount of image data. This application will help to break down the
bottleneck of recent agriculture research limitation - low sample population and timeliness. The
concepts and structures of deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) will be discussed in Chapter
2, and the application of the DCNN in agriculture field will be discussed in Chapter 3.
1.2 Literature Survey
Deep learning is a powerful tool in applying modern science area for achieving the incredible
success in taking place of tedious and complex manual processing. In different science area, DL
models play different roles in significant place. For here, we mainly focus on the problems involved
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in computer vision area, which takes most advantages from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
( Krizhevsky et al. (2012)). It has shown a lot of promise when it comes to image classification and
object detection problems( He et al. (2016); Radford et al. (2015); Hu et al. (2015)).
1.2.1 CNN based Computer Vision Applications
CNN-based deep neural networks (DCNN) have been used in several fields for complex dig-
ital version data processing which based on image classification and detection. For instance, in
medicine field, DCNN modes can play roles in medical image analyses for skin cancer prediction
( Esteva et al. (2017)), which primarily based on experimentally clinical diagnosis; Tumor predic-
tion and prevention through transferring tumor information from medical images to real clinical
cases( Pereira et al. (2016); Huynh et al. (2016); Li et al. (2015)). In agriculture field, like pre-
dict crop types through remote sensing images( Kussul et al. (2017)) or plant phenotype detection
and classification in multipurpose( Ghosal et al. (2018); Mohanty et al. (2016); Rahnemoonfar and
Sheppard (2017); Ferentinos (2018); Ghosal et al. (2017)) as well as counting( Ghosal et al. (2019).
1.2.2 Object Tracking
Most applications have had tremendous success using DCNNs to achieve desired object clas-
sification and detection results pertaining to various applications. However in numerous of those
applications, image based, object tracking is another important component. Via the object track-
ing methods,like point tracking( Veenman et al. (2001)), kernel tracking ( Comaniciu (2003)),and
silhouette tracking ( Sato and Aggarwal (2004)), boost on DCNN engaged applications, the advan-
tages of DCNNs can be blown up. For instance, to track the lines for keeping automatic vehicle
driving through the route( Kim and Lee (2014)); to track the target parson through a crowd area
for various security purposes( Andriluka et al. (2008)); to track detected objects for trajectory
prediction ( KaewTraKulPong and Bowden (2002)); and so on.
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1.2.3 Deep Learning in Agriculture
Deep learning constitutes a modern technique for highly performing image processing and data
analysis with credible result and offers a promising potential. As deep learning has been applied
in various domains, it has also found its place in the applied agriculture-analysis and phenotyping
realm. Majority of those applications are based on typical CNN architectures to perform supervised
classification to solve complex problems, such as field crop classification from aerial UAV imagery
( Rebetez et al. (2016)), estimating number of fruits in unstructured environments( Chen et al.
(2017)), plant disease recognition by leaf image classification( Sladojevic et al. (2016); Ghosal et al.
(2018)), plant phenotyping pipeline improvement( Pound et al. (2017)) and smart farming( Tyagi
(2016)). This can help plant breeders and plant scientists to drastically increase genetic gain( Mul-
der and Bijma (2005)) and overcome the bottleneck of field-phenotyping for crops as well as improve
on genetic variations within a field( Singh et al. (2018); Araus et al. (2018); Singh et al. (2016)).
1.2.4 Thesis Organization
After the brief discussions on motivation of this research and literature review in the present
section, the remaining part of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an introduction
to Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) Krizhevsky et al. (2012) used for detection,
classification, and localization of soybean flowers and pods in a real farm environment. We also
introduce the building blocks of a typical DCNN in this chapter and elaborate on each of the
architectures used to carry out our experiments. Chapter 3 provides two experimental setups
where we use a variation of DCNN, the RetinaNet Framework (dicussed in section 2.3 and 2.4).
These two experiments are carried out to deploy HTP in a real field (farm) environment. Finally, in
Chapter 4, we draw conclusions from Chapter 3 and provide a discussion on the potential problems
and the future works that could extend from what has already been presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES OF DEEP LEARNING
2.1 Introduction
The idea of using Neural Networks (NN) to solve learning problems by emulating human brain
system was introduced in the 1940s( Pitts and McCulloch (1947)). However, classical neural net-
works have often struggled to find practical applications due to several issues including overfitting
and lack of generalization capability. While other machine learning approaches have dominated
the field, recent advances in Deep Learning (DL) since the mid 2000s( Hinton and Salakhutdinov
(2006)) helped neural networks become the most sought-after learning architecture. This is pri-
marily because DL can exhibit high learning capacity of generalizable features, can be deployed
efficiently in parallel computing systems, and can be used for diverse applications through flexible
structures( Zhao et al. (2019)). This Chapter will provide a brief review of the Deep Convolutional
Neural Network (DCNN) framework used in this study.
2.2 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) form a specific class of deep neural networks, which
uses spatial convolution operations for feature mapping. One of the most popular uses of CNN is
image classification. The very basic components of a typical CNN are its layers which are again
are composed of individual sub-units - artificial neurons. Figure 2.1 represents a simple example
of a multi-layer perceptrron. The neurons in each layer are activated based on different features as
the input from the previous layer is passed through the network. This is iterated several times to
train the network. More the number of layers, higher the number of neurons and proportionately
higher the complexity of features, the network can learn.
As an use-case, say we apply a CNN to an image classification problem. The input layer is
the matrix of the pixels where each pixel has a numerical intensity value for the different color
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Figure 2.1 Circles with different colors represent different cells containing different fea-
tures; cells with the same color groups are representative of layers connecting
with other cells in the next layer
channels. CNNs convolve this input data with multiple filters depending on tasks such as edge
detection, shape detection to name a few. When a neural network does this, its corresponding
layer is termed the convolution layer. Then an activation layer is used to bring this nonlinearity to
a higher intensity. Then a convolutional layer may be followed with a pooling layer depending on
the complexity of the ask at hand or whether we want a more complex network. A pooling layer
performs down-sampling to decrease the dimension of the data. After repeating such convolutional
- pooling blocks, we typically pass the output of the last layer to one/many fully connected layer(s).
Then we pass the output of the last fully connected layer to the label prediction (softmax) layer to
get the final predicted labels. Figure 2.2 represents a typical CNN architecture.
2.2.1 Convolutional Layer
The convolutional layer (Conv layer) plays a crucial role in a CNN architecture. When a input
image with 3 channels for each pixel as a 3-D matrix, the sliding function as a filter will path
through each dimension. The purpose of CONV layer used to reduce the information from each
dimension to a compact form by extracting local structures and to shear weights. The Kernel or
7
Figure 2.2 A typical Convolutional Neural Network with three Conv layers. The max
pooling layer connects two consecutive Conv layers to extract features from the
previous layer and so on. The third Conv layer connect to a fully connect layer
and finally to the softmax output layer to obtain the posterior probabilities
Filter of a Conv layer is used to convolve the feature from input. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, a
3 × 3 kernel on a 5 × 5 × 1 matrix. The filter shifts 9 times using a stride length of 1 which means
the filter shift one step starting from left top to right bottom. For every time the filter performs
a stride on the image matrix it works as a matrix multiplication operation, and resolve the result
as a convolved feature number into a new matrix. Which is the high-level features extracted by
CONV operation like various oriented edges or blobs of colours.
Figure 2.3 The image (represent as green matrix)has 5 × 5 pixel path with a 3 × 3 filter.
The orange area is the multiplication area in the image path through the filter
as a dot multiplication to extract feature (represent as red box) which fill into
a new matrix (represent as yellow matrix). After each shift (from left top to
right bottom) with one pixel the filter path through the image the regenerated
feature map represent as the blue matrix
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In the CONV layer, it mainly has three hyper-parameters to control the size and quality of
the output volumes, which are depth, stride, and padding. In a deep layer, neurons connect with
particular region with different features in a input volume. For example, same class of features,
like edges in different orientations, will be lied on same feature hierarchy as depth. The stride is
used to control the size of result feature maps. For large stride, will result small feature maps
with less overlapping in receptive area and small stride will result large feature maps with strongly
overlapping receptive fields. The padding (usually zero-padding) is used to border around or side
of the original input volume with zeros. Which used to control the spatial size of the output volum.
.
2.2.2 Pooling Layer
The pooling layers are commonly periodically inserted between Conv layers, and is typically
used for downsampling. Pooling introduced within a CNN, helps with removing redundancies
and reducing data dimensions. It does this by reducing the size on every depth slices of input
independently. Maxpooling commonly used in general CNNs, as illustrated in Figure 2.4, where
maxpooling downsamples a 4×4 input matrix to a 2×2 matrix by selecting the highest value in the
input matrix in a 2× 2 region with stride of 2. The intention of pooling layer is also for combating
overfitting and increasing computation efficiency by reducing the number of learnable parameters,
which contains the exact location of features. These kinds of features may not as important as
other features. Other then the max pooling, we have average pooling, L2-norm pooling( Bell et al.
(2016)), fractional max pooling( Graham (2014)),which can do the same job as maxpooling.
2.2.3 Fully Connected Layer
After several feature extractions from Conv and pooling layer, the feature map will connects
with a fully connected (FC) layer, typically to increase a model’s learning capacity. The neurons
in FC layer are fully connected with vectorized feature maps from the previous layers. After apply
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Figure 2.4 This figure shows an example of max pooling with a 2 × 2 filter path from top
left to bottom right with stride of 2. In each step, it will extract the maximum
number in the 2 × 2 filter, and fill the number into a new matrix. Boxes with
the same colour represents a relevant extraction.
a softmax function as sigmoid activation, each out put neural obtains a probability distribution.
Where the tipical class with the highest probability will be selected as desired class prediction.
2.3 RetinaNet
RetinaNet( Lin et al. (2017b)) is a powerful Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) built
based on Fast R-CNN, which can achieve the speed of one-stage detectors but at the same time,
maintain superior accuracy levels as any multi-stage detectors. This high performance of RetinaNet
can be attributed to two key factors: Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN)( Lin et al. (2017a)) and
Focal Loss (FL)( Lin et al. (2017b)), a new loss function recently developed specifically to deal with
object detection problems where objects are of varying sizes and densely packed within a single
frame. Combined, they overcome problems faced by existing Region Proposal Network (RPN)( Ren
et al. (2015)) based state-of-the-art networks.
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2.3.1 Feature Pyramid Network
One of the main drawback of RPN based neural network is that feature maps will lose a lot
of semantic information through low level processing, which leads to the network failing to detect
small-size objects within an image. FPNs solve this via subsampling.
As in the case of RPNs, the input of FPN can be an arbitrary size image, but the difference is
the pyramid feature processing through the bottom-up pathway and top-down pathway. As show
in Figure 2.5, in each level of hierarchy, the FPN will do the prediction independently on it.
Figure 2.5 With an image as its input, the Feature pyramid network does hierarchical
subsampling sequentially, and in each level of it, the network does the prediction
independently
2.3.2 Focal Loss
Focal loss (FL)( Lin et al. (2017b)) is used as the loss function used in training RetinaNet
instead of the Cross Entropy loss (CE). FL is intrinsically designed to solve the class imbalance
and is suited for dense object detection tasks as the one discussed in the next chapter, which is also
the focus of this thesis. The FL equation represented as below:
FL(pt) = −αt(1 − pt)γlog(pt) (2.1)
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For here, α and γ are two key parameters to operate the FL. The parameter α is balancing
parameter and the parameter γ is focusing parameter, and both of them are used to adjust less
weight for well classified cases and large weight for miss or hard classified cases based on the
classification probability pt.
2.4 Backbones of RetinaNet
2.4.1 VGG
VGG( Simonyan and Zisserman (2014)) is a class of architecture used to deal with large-scale
image with high depth but small convolution filters (3× 3). For all layers in the VGG architecture,
it uses 3 × 3 convolution filters and there is a 1× convolution filter used as a linear transformation
of the input channel which is followed by a non-linearity. In terms of network architecture, we
commonly use VGG-16 and VGG-19. The difference of these two VGG architectures is that, for
VGG-16 it has 16 core layers as defined in the core architecture design while VGG-19 it has 19.
Compared with VGG-16, VGG-19 simply has 3 more convolutional layers.
Figure 2.6 Left side shows a normal Convolutional layer and right side shows a depth-
wise convolutional layer. The difference of depthwise convolutional layer with
normal convolutional layer is it separate the standard convolution filter with
a depthwise convolutional filter to filtrate each input channel and a pointwise
convolution filter to generate new features.
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2.4.2 Mobilenet
MobileNets( Howard et al. (2017)) is a class of architecture for mobile and embedded vision
systems and applications. The main idea behind MobileNet is its depth-wise separable convolutions
with two hyperparameters, the width multiplier and resolution multiplier, to reduce the compu-
tational cost by trading off between processing speed and accuracy. In Figure 2.6 it represents
the comparison of depth-wise separable convolutions and standard convolution. The components
of depth-wise separable convolution are depthwise convolutional layer and pointwise convolutional
layer. For our MobileNet architecture, we have 28 layers as depthwise and pointwise layers as
separate layers. Each depthwise layer and pointwise layer is followed by a batchnorm(BN)( Ioffe
and Szegedy (2015)) and a ReLU( Nair and Hinton (2010)).
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CHAPTER 3. AUTOMATED DETECTION AND COUNTING OF
SOYBEAN FLOWERS AND PODS
3.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we discuss two plant phenotyping challenges that we deploy and validate our
framework. The first problem involves soybean flower detection (described in section 3.2) and the
second one is soybean pod detection and tracking (described in section 3.3). For the soybean flower
detection problem, we verify our object detection and localization algorithms using single image
frames. On the other hand, the pod detection and counting challenge also involves need for object
counting from video frames. We use an appropriate tracking algorithm to achieve this task in the
real-life field environment.
3.2 Soybean Flower Detection
3.2.1 Experiment Setup
We collected 7 videos of soybean flower crops captured by the ground robot under canopy-
level conditions in the field. The images extracted from those videos are sequences of frames and
these images form the soybean flower data set. We use this data set to gauge the performance
of RetinaNet on top of different backbones. We again use the dataset to generate a well trained
model for the soybean flower detector. The RetinaNet hyperparameters are re-tuned based on our
dataset to get the desired model. Our proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
3.2.2 Data Pre-processing and Network Setup
From 7 videos recorded by field robot, we extracted 29808 images. We randomly selected images
for manually annotating. We got 4233 annotations from the selected images and randomly formed
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Figure 3.1 The frames are extracted from field videos, and use for training and testing
purposes. The training data feeds into RetinaNet and trains with different
backbones. Training results will evaluate by testing data to select the best
model for flower detection purpose.
83% (3513) of it as training data set and 17% (720) as testing data set. Based on the limitation of
RetinaNet, which the minimum input size is 33× 33 (width×height) for each annotated bounding
box. We set the hyperparameter of the network to resize the input image size from the original size
to 1200 × 2000 (width× height), which is the maximum acceptable size for GPU memory. While
it will automatically resize the labeled bounding box in each image. Also, we set the batch size as
2 and steps as 1500 based on input data set size.
3.2.3 Result
The training data set was used to train our RetinaNet framework by using four different back-
bones (VGG16, VGG19, MobileNet128 and Resnet50) with the same hyperparameters (Batch Size:
2; Steps: 1500; Image Resize 1200 × 2000). After generated different models from RetinaNet, we
compared the mAP value between each of them to get the best model. Amount the backbone
tested, VGG16 outperformed the other models reaching an mAP value of 0.3142 while Resnet50
and Mobilenet128 performance were unacceptable. We compared the machine annotated result
with the manual annotated data as well. The highest accuracy was 67.11%. Although the accuracy
did not reaching the desired level, we still got some good results. Figure 3.2 shows some good
results by compared machine annotations (red boxes) with the manual annotations (green boxes).
On the other hand, the model can detect the flowers which were missing classified.
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Figure 3.2 Visual results by comparing between machine annotated flowers (red boxes)
and manual annotated flowers (Green boxes)
We concluded that there were three main reasons after carefully conducting a visual inspection
of the resulted on the images similar to those shown in Figure 3.3 that influence the accuracy of
our model:
1. Mistakes during manual labeling - in some cases, the annotations included non-soybean-flower
objects.
2. The dataset had a very large number of images that did not have soybean flowers, only a
small subset of images containing useful information (soybean flowers) from cropped videos.
3. The size of soybean flowers in the image frames are too small to use as the cogent data in
RetinaNet. The maximum image resizing capacity is (based on GPU memory) 1200 × 2000
(width× height), which still does not satisfy the minimum acceptable size, 33× 33 (width×
height).
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3.3 Soybean Pod Detection and Counting
3.3.1 Experimental Setup
We used a ground robot, mounted with a camera, to travel between crop rows at our targeted
soybean field to collect data for training and testing purposes. Data was collected as video type by
using the on-board camera, and each video represented both front-side and back-side of soybean
plants in sequence of a row. Frames were extracted from crop videos to generate as image packages.
Upon gathering sufficient data, we test several CNN architectures as ”backbone” to the RetinaNet
model to get a sense of how well each of them performs for our case. We discussed their performances
by evaluating their mAP (Mean Average Precision) and R2 (Coefficient of Determination) values.
Based on their performances, we selected the best-performing detection model to estimate the
number of pods within a given video. Then we combined the pod and plant model and a tracking
algorithm to achieve real-time tracking and counting of soybean pods in field based environment.
In Figure 3.4, it describes the whole process during to achieve the final purpose.
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, a dataset of images showing pods and plants was generated using
the videos obtained from the field using a robot. We proceeds to train a RetinaNet architecture
using different backbones configuration with the training subset. Once the trained was conducted,
the respective mAP scores for each configuration were calculated. The best models according
to the mAP for the plant and pods were selected. The plant tracking algorithm activated when
soybean plant was detected. At the same time, the detection result were saved as location (position)
Figure 3.3 Defects of manual annotations in green boxes and machine annotations in red
boxes. Our model denied to annotate on defected annotations
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Figure 3.4 Phenotyping system framework
information of four vertexes of the rectangular bounding box, and then the central point of each
record position would be generated. We designed a filter to exclude the non-desirable pods, if the
position of pods is inside of the plant bounding box, the information will be record. Otherwise, it
will be marked as non-desirable pod. The finalized results were plotted, and generated a video of
pods detection and plant tracking to achieve a online robust counting.
3.3.2 Data Generation and Curation
We collected our data using a ground robot to take videos of crop rows in a soybean field. The
area of pod plant had 32 columns and 92 rows. The robot had a generic RGB Logic 960 Web
camera with a rate of 29.97 frame per seconds (FPS). The robot started the data collection at
the west end of the crop in each row heading east and turned around at the last plant then went
back, following a pre-determined GPS-guided path to capture the pod videos. In each video, both
front-side and back-side of the soybean row were represented in sequence. For post-capture, we
used Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2019 to extract each video as the frame ratio in 29.97 FPS to get
the row image data with image resolution as 720 × 1280 (width × height). Out of the 32 videos
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Figure 3.5 Sample Images collected from the field
we collected with the robot, we crop 278,690 RGB images. The images were save using a filling
structure as follow, the Video name as the main folder and the images under a sub folder for each
video. Then, we randomly selected images in different folders for pod and plant training purposes.
Figure 3.5 shows row images (frames) extracted from the video.
3.3.3 Image Annotation
We manually labelled the bounding box around desired objects (pod, plant, sky, and back-
ground) in each image. We use ”LabelImg”, operational interface shows in Figure 3.6, which is an
offline image annotation tool written in Python and interfaced by Qt. From the tool bar, on the
left side, we can choose the image folder, for desired image package, and annotations folder, for
annotation files saved direction. ”LabelImg” also allows you to directly draw rectangular bounding
boxes in a image with different classes. When the bounding boxes are created, the labels of class
name will be shown on the right-side in different colors for reminding purposes. Another advantage
of ”LabelImg” allows the editor to drag or reshape the crated bounding boxes. All annotations
in each image initially saved as a single XML file into the preset direction. We converted the
XML files into two CSV files, one is for training data set and another is for evaluation data set,
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that includes image IDs, class names, and location (position) information of four vertexes of the
rectangular bounding box.
Figure 3.6 LabelImg’s operational interface with plant labeling
3.3.4 Soybean Pod Training Package
We randomly selected 79 images for soybean pod training package. Each image in the training
package has plenty pods. We labeled 2559 pods and split it into training data set containing 2259
annotations (90%) and validation data set containing 285 annotations (10%). Also we labeled 62
images containing 1887 pods as evaluation data. Figure 3.7 shows the examples of soybean pods
annotations in green bounding boxes. For most annotations we labeled are easily and clearly to
identify. But for increasing the variety, we annotated some pods in dark, blurry and disturbed
by leafs. Figure 3.8 shows some examples of low quality images. The red circle points out the
low-quality part in each image includes low luminance of lighting condition (left), background or
leaf assimilating (middle), and blurred representation (right).
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Figure 3.7 Left group of images are the original images, and right group of images are the
annotated images with green bounding boxes
3.3.5 Soybean Plant Training Package
We randomly selected 941 images for soybean plant training package with diverse plant shapes,
and each image contains one(or two) plant(s). We labeled 1020 plants, 557 ”skys”, and 449 ”back-
grounds”. We split them into training data set (90%) and validation data set (10%). Figure 3.9
high lights the different classes of annotations and split them into three frames. There are sev-
eral reasons that we labeled the sky and background with plant(s) in each frame: (i) The desired
plant(s) overlaps with background which makes a obscure boundary, (ii) The desired plant is very
small (or with low luminace of lighting condition) but a large plant emerges in the background, (iii)
The desired plant is a logded (or thin) plant but a large plant emerges in background. (Examples
show in Figure 3.13)
3.3.6 Training and Testing Process
We used RetinaNet, which is a one-stage dense object detector. In soybean pod training part,
we tested VGG19, VGG16, MobileNet and Resnet50 as architectures backbones to train the model.
In soybean plant training part, we tested VGG19 and VGG16 as architectures backbones to train
the model. We selected Focal Loss, a variation of the Categorical Cross-entropy loss as the loss
function of choice since it is specifically tailor-made for dense object detection problems. The
ADAM( 0̇citekingma2014adam) algorithm was used as the optimizer to train our model.
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Figure 3.8 Red circles pointed out the low luminance of lighting condition (Left), back-
ground or leaf assimilating (Center), and blurred representation (Right). Green
bounding boxes labeled soybean pods
3.3.7 Network Hyperparameters
We explored several hyperparameters to optimize and fine-tune our choice of network. For pod
training at VGG19, VGG16, Mobilenet128 and Resnet50, we used a batch size of 2 with 1500
steps per epoch of training. We re-sized the input images as 1440 × 2560 (width × height) to
incorporate variations in bounding box sizes, especially for very small boxes which less than 32×32
(width× height), because this resolution for the bounding boxes is the minimum size accepted by
the RetinaNet framework. For plant training at VGG19 and VGG16, we used a batch size of 2
with 1000 steps per epoch of training, and kept the image as 720 × 1280 (width× height).
3.3.8 Plant Tracking
Real-time object tracking by detection is a process of estimating objects’ trajectories in a
demanded category in sequence of frames. We need to identify the same object in sequence of
frames. There are two major components of a tracking system: First is target representation and
localization which uses for identify the targeted object in a tracking system. In our case, the
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Figure 3.9 Sample annotations for sky (Red box), background (Green box), and plant
(Blue box).
location information is provided by the bounding box. Second is to make the decision whether the
object in the current frame are present or not in the subsequent frames.
We applied a tracking algorithm (tracker), point tracking, in our online counting system. To
achieve the real-time object tracking, we need to locate the object in the each frames, and make
decisions whether or not the existing object in current frame is the same object in future frames.
Using a tracker in our system can help us avoid overcounting the pods in the same plant present in
a sequence of frames. Instead of pod tracking we chose to track plants as tracking a large number
of pods would require significant memory and processing capacity, which may not be tractable or
suitable for online operation. In our system, we used the tracker to track plant(s) in each frame,
and counted the pods in the each tracked plant. Figure 3.10 shows the framework of the plant
tracker.
The plant tracker reads the video in sequence of frames, and the plant detector localizes the
plant at the same time. When the detector detects a plant (or plants), the information will be
saved as central point of each bounding box, and also will be sent to the tracker. Each of the new
central point is offered a unique ID and the location of those points are compared with the points
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Figure 3.10 The framework of plant tracker
in the subsequent frame, using Euclidean distance in a pair-wise manner. Based on the minimum
distance, two points (i.e., bounding boxes) will be assigned as the same plant. If a new plant
appears, the central point of that plant will be isolated, and the new unique ID will be assigned.
If the plant disappears or does not get detected, the central point of this plant will be isolated as
an existing point. For the existing point (plant), the ID will be removed after several frames (five
frames in our case).
3.3.9 Results
3.3.9.1 Pod Detection
We designed two experiments here - after collecting the 62-image test sets, where the images
have been randomly sampled from the videos, we make partial manual annotations for these (this
is also done for the training dataset). Thus some of the pods are deliberately left out by the human
annotator. We followed the following protocol for this - the human expert chose only those pods
that visually looked different from one another for the purpose of introducing the necessary diversity
within the training set. Note that this degree of diversity is subjective and greatly varies from one
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Figure 3.11 R2 value of three models, VGG19 = 0.8001, VGG16 = 0.7885 and Mo-
bilenet128 = 0.1496
human expert to another. In this study, diversity for the soybean pods was determined via visual
inspection and only those pods in the image frames were labeled that were distinctly different
from one another. On the other hand, our second experiment consists of the same 62 images
for evaluating the pod count performance. But this time, for all the 62 images, we meticulously
counted all the visible soybean pods within the frame to obtain and ensure an accurate manual
count reading from the images. We now compared the performance (Coefficient of Determination,
R2 values) for the RetinaNet framework with VGG-16, VGG-19, Resnet-50 and Mobilenet-128 as
it’s backbones. In Figure 3.11 shows that VGG19 performs better than VGG-16 and Mobilenet128
with a R2 value of 0.8001 whereas Figure 3.12 shows a qualitative comparison between the three
network architectures. Resnet-50 on the other hand completely fails to detect the pods and performs
poorly for our case with off-detection and in some cases, no detection at all.
Figure 3.13 shows the comparison between labeled annotation count and model detection results.
VGG-19 clearly achieves the best R2 for this. mAP values for the different architectures are as
follows: VGG19: 0.2682, VGG16: 0.2562, Mobilenet128: 0.0016. However, these mAP values are
considering the partially annotated images.
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Figure 3.12 Qualitative comparison between different network architectures for a test
frame. Here, the green boxes are the ones labelled by the human expert
while the red boxes are the ones detected by the framework.
We also chose the best model (based on its R2 value as evaluated on the 62-image test counting
set) and evaluated it on the 62 partially-annotated image testing set. A sample output for RetinaNet
based on VGG-19 is shown in Figure 3.14. As we see from the figure, the green boxes represent
the human annotated labels and the red boxes represent the pods annotated by the trained model.
Here we see that the model is able to detect the pods intentionally left out by the human rater as
well. Thus, purely for detection purposes, our best model can detect most of the pods for each plant
and considering that partial annotations were used for training the model, it works surprisingly
well to the extent that the model can detect the pods that the human expert did not annotate
either by intention or by mistake (the human failed to spot a pod due to occlusion and/or the pod
being blended with the background).
3.3.9.2 Plant detection
Our pod detection model has a good performance for soybean pods prediction. However our
model detects the pods in the background plant, and detects the bushes as pods as well. To
increase the accuracy in pod counting process, we designed the plant detector. The bounding box
of the plant uses to isolate the pods in desired counting area, which can help to avoid over(miss)
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Figure 3.13 Count Correlation Plot for VGG19(left), VGG16(center) and Mo-
bilenet128(right) which compared between labelled annotation counting and
Network detection counting in each frame(see Figure 3.10 for R2 values for
these plots)
counting. We collected 941 images for training data set which includes 1020 annotations of plant,
557 annotations of sky and 449 annotations of background. Also, we collected 30 images for testing
data set which includes 38 annotations of plant, 28 annotations of sky and 24 annotations of
background. In some cases, the plant has same color and shape as in the background plants. To
avoid the miss-detection, we marked the plants in background as a class, named as background. In
some other cases, the plant has a large size but with single (or few) branch. The labeled bounding
box covered all background features,like sky and background plants. Figure 3.15 shows different
complex cases for plant classification.
The generated training models was evaluated by visual testing as showing in Figure 3.16. VGG-
16 has better performance then VGG-19. By comparing the plant detection results in different cases,
VGG-16 has more reliability in various plant phenotype then VGG19. From the example cases in
a testing video, VGG-16 successfully detects all plants, but VGG-19 fail in two plants. So we used
VGG-16 model for plant detection in our phenotyping system.
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Figure 3.14 Examples showing VGG19 able to detect (red bounding boxes) most of the
soybean pods on the target plant even when the human expert missed several
pod annotations (green bounding boxes)
3.3.9.3 Online Pod Counting
The goal for this experiment is to achieve the online detection and counting at the canopy-level
in the field. We generated best model for pod detection and plant detection. After applying the
models in our phenotyping system to count the soybean in a test video, which contains 8 plants,
the comprehensive counting result shows in Figure 3.17 as a plot diagram. The x-axes represent the
frame numbers, and the y-axes represent the numbers of count. We named each plant in numerical
sequence from Plant-1 to Plant-8 ,and extracted each plant from the video. The corresponding plot
diagram for each plant was extracted from the comprehensive plot diagram.
Figure 3.18 shows the plant with its corresponding plot diagram. By comparing the plot diagram
and visual results, we made the decision that except Plant 6 the counting result could be get directly.
Those plants have a right size and can be fitted in one signal frame. But the result may not be as
accurate for Plant 4 and 7.
Plant 6 is a special case, which is a large soybean plant that cannot fit in one single frame.
As shown in Figure 3.19, Plant 6 shows in multiple frames only partially. In the pod count time
series plot, the distribution of pods (over frames) seems to have a bimodal distribution. However,
typically (most of the case in this video), plants can fit inside a signal frame. In these cases, we
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Figure 3.15 Four complex cases for plant classification. Desired classified plants high light
by green circle, background plants high light by red circle and the sky feature
high light by yellow box
explored the maximum and the mean value of the pod count distribution as the final count of pods
for a specific plant. But such an approach would not be applicable for Plant 6.
To evaluate the accuracy of our system, we manually counted the pods in each plant (except
Plant 6). We compared the max value and mean value of the pod count distributions with manually
counted numbers. The result shown in Figure 3.20 with a table of pods counted in three ways –
manual counting, max value counting and mean value counting. In manual counting process, we
selected the frame with best visual quality to represent each plant and count each pod on that
frame. We observe that the max value based counting method has better performance than the
mean value based counting method. The highest accuracy of our model comes out to be 95%. and
it fails for plant 7 with the lowest accuracy of 29%.
In conclusion, our phenotyping system is shown to be reliable for most of the typical cases.
However, in some cases, the performance can suffer drastically, e.g., for large plants or lodged
plants. Also our system gets affected by low lighting conditions and severe occlusion scenarios.
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Figure 3.16 Visual evaluation of VGG-19 and VGG-16 for soybean plant detection
Figure 3.17 plot diagram of counted pods from a video
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Figure 3.18 Each numerical result compared with corresponding visual result (sampled
plant image extracted from the video)
Figure 3.19 The plot diagram in the top presents the pod counting result of plant 6 through
the video which shows as a binary curve. The frames flow on the bottom
present the different part of plant 6 in sequence of frames, which is starting
detected by the model from first right image.
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Figure 3.20 Histograms of pod counting. Compare max value counting and mean value
counting with actual value
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, a deep learning based visual perception framework is presented for field-based
automated high-throughput plant phenotyping with applications to flower detection and pod de-
tection and counting for soybean crop. The framework is shown to perform well in the complex
real-life environment. As the results shown in CHAPTER 3, our model performs with a high de-
gree of accuracy, which the highest accuracy reaching up to 95%. Therefore, such a process can
significantly enhance efficiency, scalability while reducing cost compared to the traditional way of
manual plant phenotyping. Overall, this case study demonstrates the effectiveness of DL based
visual perception frameworks in digital agriculture.
In the deep learning framework, we use the RetinaNet architecture with different backbones
such as VGG16, VGG19, Mobilenet and Resnet, in pods, plants and flowers classification and
detection. From the results, we found that VGG16 and VGG19 have similar performance and they
perform better than MobileNet and Resnet based on our data set. We also combine two models
related to pod detection and localization and another related to plant detection and localization
to locate the pods in specific plants. We developed a plant tracking process to achieve this goal
that helps us to estimate a robust pod count from the video data collected by the ground robotic
platform.
Although our model demonstrates reasonable performance with test data, we highlight a few
limitations and failure cases that need further research and development. First of all, the model
struggles to perform in the cases of overlapping plants (occlusion problem) and lodged plants.
Secondly, in some cases, when the plant is quite large and cannot fit in a single frame, automated
counting becomes a challenge even if the pod detection performance remains good. This happens
primarily because assimilating the counts from different frames is no longer simple as different
frames capture different parts of the plant. Hence, simple averaging would lead to under-counting
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of pods while adding the pod counts from frames would lead to over-counting of pods. While
directly tracking pods would be a straightforward solution to this issue, it remains difficult to do so
due to scalability issues. Thirdly, our model also struggles to some extent for blurry and low-light
images/videos.
In order to improve the proposed plant phenotyping system, future work should include but
not be limited to: (i) increase the diversity of the training data set to include various edge-cases;
(ii) improve the counting algorithm to address various complex plant phenotypes, (iii) modify
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